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Our story began in a small workshop in Allgäu, Germany, no bigger than six square 
meters, where we began experimenting with essential oils and body oils. Thirty 
years later, PRIMAVERA has become a globally successful brand, synonymous with 
pure organic essential oils and high-quality organic and natural cosmetics. We‘re 
delighted that more and more people are interested in sustainable products, which 
creates a higher demand for organic farming.

In May 2016 we celebrated our 30th anniversary, and it was the perfect opportunity 
to look back at our achievements. As part of “Rose Week” at our headquarters, 
employees and visitors alike honored our success. Together, we have given aroma-
therapy and high-quality organic and natural cosmetics an essential place in our 
everyday lives. We’d like to express our sincere thanks for more than 30 years of 
your trust and loyalty to our fragrant, healing product range.

It all started with our vision of healing through products upholding the highest 
organic standards. Today, we have long-established friendships with our organic 
partner producers in many countries around the world. As the founders and owners 
of the company, we will be taking PRIMAVERA into the future. With the support of 
200 dedicated employees, we will continue to tread the same path – with unfailing 
enthusiasm and the deeply held conviction that precious natural products can only 
be created by working in harmony with nature.

As you read on, we hope you are inspired by the power of aromatherapy and 
with us, look forward to many more healing moments with PRIMAVERA.

Fragrant regards

Greetings from Allgäu 

Titus Kaufmann       Ute Leube                                 Kurt L. Nübling 
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199019891987

26. Mai 1986 199219891989

Start of our cooperation 
with Terra Provence (fine 
lavender, rosemary etc.) 
and the Salamita cooperati-
ve in Sicily (organic  
citrus oils).

Start of the partnership  
with Nuri Kalay, founder of  
the Taurus project in Turkey.  
PRIMAVERA begins by purcha-
sing thyme oil, then in the 
same year the rose project gets 
underway with the conversion 
from conventional to organic 
production. PRIMAVERA 
financially supports the project.

Start of the partnership  
with the lemongrass project  
in Bhutan.

It all started long before the 
company was founded with a 
few friends who were passio-
nate about pure essential oils. 
PRIMAVERA is founded in 
Sulzberg, Germany in  
May 1986.

Welcoming new partner 
producers:
Agronatura in Piedmont sup-
plies herb oils and Shambhala 
in Nepal begins supplying us 
with herb and fir oils from the 
Himalayas.

The first fragrance journey to 
France. Our most important 
stockists and wholesalers 
take back unforgettable 
impressions of organic  
farming and distillation to 
their customers. 

PRIMAVERA introduces  
the „Essence &  
Cosmetic“ face care  
collection with three  
ranges: Myrtle,  
Jasmine and Neroli.
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PRIMAVERA –  
a journey through time

2010 201620131994

201520122008

New look: PRIMAVERA 
becomes PRIMAVERA LIFE 
and the PRIMAVERA logo 
gets a beautiful new look.

The 130 members of the 
administrative team move 
into the new company 
headquarters on the street 
known as „Naturparadies“  
in Oy-Mittelberg.

PRIMAVERA receives the 
GREEN BRANDS seal of 
quality. This independent 
organization awards their seal 
to green brands who have ori-
ginated or adopted the need for 
sustainability, environmental 
conservation and healthy lifes-
tyles due to growing consumer 
awareness.

PRIMAVERA turns 30!
The anniversary is fittingly 
celebrated with a large number 
of events in Oy-Mittelberg 
and an anniversary collection 
themed around the company‘s 
partner producers.

PRIMAVERA introduces  
the „Essence &  
Cosmetic“ face care  
collection with three  
ranges: Myrtle,  
Jasmine and Neroli.

PRIMAVERA‘s logistics  
department moves into the 
new logistics building in  
Oy-Mittelberg.

At Christmas, PRIMAVERA 
supports the BioBHUTAN soap-
making project. By purchasing 
the exclusively manufactured 
natural Lemongrass Ginger 
soap, PRIMAVERA is now 
helping 100 families to make a 
livelihood.

PRIMAVERA is named a “Brand 
of the Century” by publisher 
Deutsche Standards.
This accolade recognizes 
German traditional companies 
with unique characteristics, 
a high degree of recognition, 
and significant corporate 
commitment.
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Interview mit Ute Leube 
& Kurt L. Nübling
PRIMAVERA founders and owners Ute Leube and Kurt L. Nübling look 
back at 30 eventful years and reveal what we can expect next from the 
pioneer and market leader in aromatherapy.

PRIMAVERA was one of the very first organic
pioneers. What does that mean to the company?

Kurt L. Nübling: Our aim has always been to
preserve all that‘s good in nature, with its
diversity and purity. Respect for the wisdom of
nature and a desire to interfere as little as pos-
sible with it were both crucial to us. We believe
that only pure, unaltered plant extracts can have
their full healing effect. Certified organic produc-
tion is essential to this. That‘s why we sought
direct contact with producers.

Ute Leube: All the essential oils in our products
are 100% pure and natural. In other words,
they only contain the oil of the named plant, no
more and no less. A rose, for example, contains
more than 500 different substances, and even in
tiny traces they are all necessary to the overall
effectiveness. All our ingredients go through
very strict quality control using high-sensitivity
analytical equipment, and can be fully traced
from the place where they were harvested to the
finished product on the shelf.

PRIMAVERA also has social commitments. 
What form does this take in practice?

Ute Leube: We are in a constant dialog with our
long-term producer partners, and we learn from
one another. Our raw materials come from all
over the world and are then processed in Oy-
Mittelberg. We currently have 12 producer
partners, with whom we have shared not only a
business relationship but a friendship for 25 to 30
years. We invest a lot of time and effort in helping
new partners convert to sustainable production
methods. We support small-scale farming
projects with financial start-up aid, education and
training, offer purchase guarantees and work
with them to find solutions, for example in the
event of failed harvests, without reducing quality. 

PRIMAVERA was founded 30 years ago.
How did it come about?

Ute Leube: While traveling in other cultural
regions we discovered holistic living and the he-
aling power of plants. Later, when we discovered 
essential oils, we were immediately fascinated. 
The realization that these little packages of plant 
power are so beneficial for body, mind, and soul 
inspired us to share this knowledge with others 
through high-quality essential oils.

Kurt L. Nübling: At the time there were very 
few companies supplying products like this, let 
alone with certified evidence of the quality of the 
plants or the production process. So we set about 
finding growers who operated in line with our 
principles. It was important to us to find the
places which the plants themselves had identified
as ideal locations. We didn‘t have any commercial
know-how, but we had plenty of enthusiasm,
and that‘s how we started turning our vision of
healing organic products into reality.
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PRIMAVERA – Our heartfelt commitment to people and 
nature comes from deep within.

Our purely natural aromatherapy and organic, natural 
skincare products are made with you in mind. The fragrant 
treasures are manufactured with great care and respect for 
nature, allowing their healthy plant ingredients to naturally 
care for the skin and tantalize the senses.

PRIMAVERA quality is achieved through the sole use of 
organically grown ingredients from our long-term partner 
producers. This is our way of helping secure a healthy, 
diverse environment for future generations. 

Our fragrant products are designed to spread happiness, 
helping you care for yourself to achieve harmony between 
mind, body and soul.

What are your hopes for the future of
PRIMAVERA?

Ute Leube: I hope we can maintain our position
as a market leader. We will continue our own
authentic take on sustainability with the high
quality standard that makes the PRIMAVERA
brand what it is. Credibility, trust, and the
certainty that with our products you can make
life that little bit more beautiful and joyful, in
harmony with nature, will also remain part of
my vision.
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What sustainability and social  
engagement mean to us

NATRUAL SOAP 
LEMONGRASS 
GINGER
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sively for PRIMAVERA. Through this project we 
have helped 100 families achieve an independent 
livelihood. So far we have sourced nearly 
85 000 bars of the fragrant soap from Bhutan.

Finally, the PRIMAVERA headquarters in Oy-
Mittelberg is an example of true sustainability. Its 
flowing forms are drawn from nature and it blends 
harmoniously into the rolling hills of Allgäu. Th-
rough innovative landscaping and garden design, 
we created an additional biological habitat on the 
extensive site, where we , planted with over 38,000 
fragrant and medicinal plants. The building itself 
is heated and air-conditioned with heat recovery, 
infrared heating, an air heat exchanger, and a 
photovoltaic system. No fossil fuels are used. The 
green roof is the perfect symbiosis of beauty and 
ecological benefit. From here a bee and butterfly 
meadow controls the inside temperature, filters 
rainwater and provides a new habitat for animals. 
It‘s living proof that sustainability can be beautiful!

PRIMAVERA has always been committed to leaving 
a healthy environment for future generations.
Our commitment begins with our sourcing and 
processing of plants, making our products in 
cooperation with our organic partners worldwide. 
Our headquarters also reflect our dedication, 
with advanced ecological and energy-efficient 
standards.

We believe that only real partnerships yield lasting 
benefit – with nature and with people. A good 
example of this is our cooperation with our organic 
partner producer in Bhutan. When Ute Leube and 
Kurt L. Nübling first visited the country in 1990, 
they were immediately fascinated by its beauty 
and diversity. They introduced the idea of organic 
farming organic farming to the King of Bhutan and 
his advisors. Today, many years later, Bhutan is 
striving to be the first country in the world to con-
vert entirely to organic agriculture. Over the years 
this first encounter grew into a partnership based 
on fairness, openness, and trust. For three years 
the BioBHUTAN soap factory has been making 
handmade natural Lemongrass Ginger soap exclu-

An intact environment for future generationsAn intact environment for future generations

Sustainable soaps from Bhutan

Our natural paradise
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... from Turkey‘s imposing 
Taurus mountains
For over 20 years 42 farmers have created the 
finest rose oil and rosewater from Damask rose 
petals exclusively for PRIMAVERA. The roses 
must be plucked by hand in the early morning, 
between 5 and 9 o‘clock, when the flowers are 
still closed, and their oil content is at its highest. 
It takes between 3,500 and 5,000 kilograms of 
petals to make one kilogram of essential rose 
oil – a true luxury.

... from the island of Corsica
For many years we’ve sourced immortelle and ro-
semary oil, as well as Demeter-quality immortelle 
and witch hazel water from Essences Naturelles 
Corses, our Corsican organic producer partner. 

... from sunny Sicily
Since 1987 we’ve partnered with the Salamita 
cooperative to supply our powerful and aromatic 
organic citrus oils grown to Demeter standards. 
Sicily‘s mild climate, nutrient-rich volcanic soil, 
and long sunny days, are ideal for the cultivation of 
lemons and other citrus fruits.

Our Organic
farm partners
around the world
Our essential oils have always been sourced from 
our worldwide organic partner producers. These 
ecological agricultural projects are the core of our 
activities and the embodiment of our vision of main-
taining the ecological equilibrium of our planet.

(Foto: Anne-Lise Cornet)

Roses
... from Turkey‘s imposing 

Citrus oils 
... from sunny Sicily Immortelle

... from the island of Corsica
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... from Piedmont
Agronatura have been supplying us with the 
finest essential herb oils, produced to the 
Demeter quality standard, for many years. 
These include fennel, roman chamomile, sage, 
lavender, hybrid lavender, and many more.

... from the Kingdom of the
Thunder Dragon
Known as the Kingdom of the Thunder Dragon, 
Bhutan intends to transition to a fully organic 
agriculture system by 2020, fully protecting its 
unique environment and biodiversity.  Bhutan is 
the source of our lemongrass oil, which is full 
of the freshness of the Himalayas. Our partner 
producer, the BioBhutan cooperative, harvests 
the wild-growing aromatic grass by hand with 
sickles, processing it locally in small transporta-
ble distilling units. 

  
... the fresh scents of the andens 
Andean verbena and myrtle are theproducts of 
our «Aroma Inca» organic cultivationproject in 
Peru. It was jointly founded by our purchasing 
and production manager, Gerhard Benz, in 1988. 
Myrtle and verbena are harvested by hand at a 
height of 2,700 to 3,500 meters in the side valleys 
of the Valle Sagrado.

... from Cambodia 
We have an entirely new partnership with an 
organic producer in Cambodia. Cajeput, with its 
fresh, herbal scent, is wild-harvested and locally 
distilled by 15 families.

VerbenaLemongrass
... from the Kingdom of the

Finest herb oils
... from Piedmont

and myrtle
... the fresh scents of the andens 

Verbena
and myrtle

Cajeput
... from Cambodia 
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Foto Immortellen: Anne-Lise Cornet

Healing immortelle 
from sun-kissed Corsica
Flourishing in the Mediterranean, immortelle essential oil is a  
wonderful everyday remedy that helps protect, support and renew.

Immortelle is a bush with dazzling 
yellow flowers. The Latin name 
Helichrysum comes from the Greek 
helios (sun) and chrystos (gold).

Gold of the sun
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Generations of 
sustainability

Between the sandy beaches and the mountains 
on the Mediterranean island of Corsica sits 
the Bordeo estate, covering approximately 20 
hectares roughly 45km from the port of Bastia. 
Cultivated by the Von Keyserlingk family for three 
generations, it produces essential oils, hydrolates 
and extracts of certified organic medicinal and 
aromatic plants, which are marketed under the 
name “Essences Naturelles Corses (E.N.C.)”.

E.N.C. believes in both sustainability and 
Demeter-quality organic agriculture. The farm 
promotes biodiversity, uses ditches to protect 
groundwater, and composts the material left 
over from distillation.
PRIMAVERA has been sourcing immortelle and 
rosemary oil and immortelle and witch hazel 
water from E.N.C. since 1989. The long-term 
partnership developed into a close friendship 
which is now being continued in the second 
generation.

Also known as the curry plant thanks to its inten-
se, warm and spicy scent, immortelle collects the 
bright sun of the south within it’s brilliant yellow 
flowers. The silver-gray bush, which grows to 
50-80 cm high, is cultivated and harvested with 
the greatest care by Albrecht von Keyserlingk and 
his daughter Sophia. During the first few years, 
the tiny immortelle shoots must be weeded and 
watered several times a year by hand. Immortelle 
prefers to grow among its own kind in the sandy, 
dry soils of Corsica.
It loves the intense sun, which quickly dries up 
the morning dew, and therefore grows especially 
well in old vineyards or on stony hillsides where 
no waterlogging occurs.
At the end of June, the top 20 cm is harvested 
with a sickle. After seven years, when the plant 
has come to the end of its life cycle, the next 
generation of young shoots follows. 

Extraction and 
essential oil use
The freshly cut plants are processed soon after 
harvesting by a process of steam distillation. 
One tonne of immortelle yields around 2 kg of 
essential oil, as well as floral water. Although the 
quality of the plants are crucial, the distillation 
process is just as important in creating superi-
or-quality oil. Most of the oil is extracted during 
the first 20 minutes, however the italidiones are 
only obtained after two to three hours. These 
are essential, because italidiones work minor 
miracles on the skin – reducing inflammation, 
breaking down hematomas, and stimulating the 
lymph flow.
Immortelle oil also contains neryl acetate, which 
effectively regenerates the skin and supports 
collagen production. The daughters of Albrecht 
von Keyserlingk know this fragrance very well. 
Since their earliest childhood they have valued 
immortelle oil as an effective and comforting 
remedy for any minor injury.
Immortelle water can be used as a facial toner, 
as a sports spray for aching muscles, or after 
shaving.

Ute Leube visits Albrecht von Keyserlingk and his 
daughters Sophia and Bianca (from left) in Corsica

Distillation of immortelle

Cultivation and harvesting 
of immortelle
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Seal of quality ...
The PRIMAVERA logo is based on a 2000-year-old 
fresco from Pompeii. 
Today, our logo and the goddess it depicts have 
become symbols of pure quality. The goddess of 
spring In Italian, Primavera evokes season of new 
life and the pure beauty of nature. 

Goddess of Spring
The Italian word for spring. 
PRIMAVERA is also the 
goddess of spring and the 
symbol of flourishing life 
and natural beauty.

Cornucopia
Also known as the horn of plenty, it 
symbolizes the  nourishing, natural 
ingredients within our products.

Blühender 
Strauch
The branches and blos-
soms represent the pure, 
natural plant origin of the 
ingredients used by  
PRIMAVERA.Grüner Hintergrund

The fresh green expresses growth, 
energy, and joie de vivre. Green 
symbolizes balance and harmony.

Goddess of Spring

Cornucopia Blossoming 
Bush

Green Background

Gown
PRIMAVERA‘s long, 
saffron-colored gown 
symbolizes the purity  
and preciousness of the 
plant world.
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Aromatherapy to entice the senses.   
Naturally pure and powerful, plants  
can beneficially affect health and  
well-being.

Health

15



Essential oils help support your health 
and can be used to treat many common comp-

laints and help improve your well-being thank to 
their powerful plant. Wraps and compresses (see 

basic recipe on page 20) are an easy way to use 
essential oils. You can find more recipes in Hau-

sapotheke ätherische Öle by Maria M. Kettenring.

Blend powerful essential oils with high-quali-
ty base or seed oils to reap their full, healing 
benefits as they’re massaged into the skin. You 
can mix and match essential oils for a persona-
lized blend. And they can be incorporated into 
many recipes such as face masks, body lotions 
or moisturizers. 

How to use
essential oils

For the skin

For health

Basic recipes on page 20

Our tip
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Adding the right fragrance to a room can instantly 
improve your mood and help promote a better 
sense of well-being. When decorating your space 
with your choice of colors, patterns and style, 
make sure to think about using the perfect scent 
as a finishing touch.
Attractive fragrance diffusers like the
AromaFlash or an aroma fountain create a cozy,
welcoming ambiance. PRIMAVERA BioAirsprays
instantly refresh the fragrance in a room.

Essential oils can be added to dishes and drinks 
to flavor and enhance them in a unique way. Use
them in addition to or instead of fresh herbs and 
spices to add fine aromas to your dishes. Spice 
essences from Vegaroma are suitable for use in 
cooking. (www.vegaroma.de)

An aromatherapy bath is good for the skin and
the senses. Before adding essential oils to the

bath water, you should emulsify them in a little
cream or mix them with sea salt (see basic recipe

on page 20). You can use different combinations
of essential oils according to your mood to create
the aromatherapy bath best suited to your needs.

Room fragrance 

Bath

In the kitchen
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Essential Oils
Experience plant power for your body, spirit and 
soul with aromatherapeutic essential oils that 
holistically enhance your sense of well-being. 
These powerful oils can do everything from 
balancing your frazzled mind to stimulating  
your immune system. 
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Quality  
Guarantee
100 % pure
• genuine – they are natural and unchanged.

• authentic – they contain oil solely from 
   the plants indicated.

• unadulterated – they contain no artificial or 
   synthetic additives.

• pure – they are not diluted with other  
 ingredients or botanicals.

              is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with 
ingredients grown through biodynamic cultiva-
tion. Only strictly certified contract partners are 
permitted to use the «Demeter» symbol. 
Learn more at www. demeter.de
We supply           quality products until we run 
out of stock, at which time we offer essential oils 
from certified organic cultivation (kbA). 

kbA
Essential oils from certified organic cultivation
(kbA) are in accordance with the EU guidelines 
for ecological agriculture.

Ws
Wild-collected plants are those harvested from 
plants grown in the wilderness and not cultiva-
ted. Collection licenses ensure that collecting 
is carried out legally and correctly in a certain 
region or area. 
Most of our essential oils are extracted with 
water vapor distillation. These oils are marked 
“distillation” in the table. All the other methods 
of extractions are shown as appropriate.

NATRUE
NATRUE is an independent sign of
quality found exclusively on natural cosmetic 
products that meet the highest standards of na-
turalness, quality, credibility, and transparency. 
All PRIMAVERA oils and cosmetic
products are NATRUE certified. 80 % meet the 
Organic Cosmetics and Natural Cosmetics with 
Organic Ingredients standard. www.natrue.org

KEINE TIERVERSUCHE 
The BUNNY WITH THE PROTECTIVE
HAND OVER it is the logo of the International 
Manufacturers‘ Association against Animal 
Testing in Cosmetics (IHTK e. V.). We follow the 
guidelines of this organization, which are among
the strictest animal protection guidelines in 
the world. The restrictions this imposes on the 
choice of raw materials do not alter the effecti-
veness or quality of our products. www.ihtk.de

THE “ORGANIC” ASTERISK (*) 
INDICATES
products and formulas containing
certified organic ingredients.

 bio*
BIO

Cultivation and Extraction
              is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with               is the trademark for products with 

Our quality Promise
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FACIAL OIL 
e.g. 2-4 drops essential oil in 100 ml base oil
(e. g. almond oil)

TONER  
e.g. mix 2 drops essential oil with approx.
90 ml floral water and 5-10 ml alcohol

MASK
e.g. mix 3 tbsp mineral clay, healing clay or
oatmeal with water to make a paste and add
2 drops essential oil

FACIAL STEAM BATH
e.g. add 1-2 drops essential oil
to 2 litres of water

Basic recipes: 
aromatherapy & 
aromatic skin care 
Essential oils are powerfully concentrated and 
should not be used directly on the skin. Before 
use, please note the recommended dosage found 
on the label and then dilute the essential oils by 
blending them with a base oil, such as organic 
almond oil. 

AROMATIC BATH
Always mix essential oils with an emulsifier:
e.g. with 2 tbsp cream or honey, liquid soap
or a handful of sea salt. Dose for a full bath: 5-15
drops; hip bath: 3-5 drops; foot bath: 3-5 drops

MASSAGE AND BODY OIL
e.g. 5-10 drops essential oil
in 100 ml base oil (e. g. almond oil)

HOT AND COLD COMPRESSES
e.g. add 2-4 drops essential oil
to 2 litres of water

Soothing face mask  
for all skin types
Relaxes stressed skin.
4 tbsp quark 
5 drops organic fine lavender*
1 tsp sallow thorn fruit oil
Blend everything together and apply 
to cleansed skin.
Leave on for 20 minutes and rinse 
off with lukewarm water.

e.g. add 2-4 drops essential oil
to 2 litres of water

Warming muscle 
and joint rub  
50 ml organic St. John‘s wort oil*
5 drops organic wintergreen*
Add essential oil to the bottle. 
Swirl around well. 
Massage into the affected areas. 

FACIAL OIL 

Face care

e.g. 2-4 drops essential oil in 100 ml base oil

AROMATIC BATH

Body care
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Perfume notes 
and their effects

A new perfume, a first impression. Can you smell it too? 
The top notes are usually characterized by their light, often fresh 
scents. Although intense at the start, the perfume fades over time.

Volatile • Refreshing • Stimulating Primarily citrus and needle oils 
• evaporate in approx. 2 hours • e. g. Orange

Top Note

Lasts  longer  and  goes straight  to  the  heart.  You can  now  barely  Lasts  longer  and  goes straight  to  the  heart.  You can  now  barely  
detect  the fleeting top notes. But the actual character, the heart of detect  the fleeting top notes. But the actual character, the heart of 
the perfume, is now starting  to  develop.  These are usually floral the perfume, is now starting  to  develop.  These are usually floral 
nuances, combined  with  other  aromas  which  tantalize  your nose nuances, combined  with  other  aromas  which  tantalize  your nose 
and your heart.

Harmonizing • Develop their bouquet of fragrances slowly Primarily Harmonizing • Develop their bouquet of fragrances slowly Primarily 
flower, flowering herb and spice oils • evaporate in approx. 3-4 hoursflower, flowering herb and spice oils • evaporate in approx. 3-4 hours

Middle Note

The warmth and depth of the perfume reveal them-selves 
in the base notes. They bring long-lasting pleasure. 

Grounding, calming Primarily wood, root and resinous oils 
• Much less volatile • evaporate in approx. 5-8 hours • e. g. vanilla• Much less volatile • evaporate in approx. 5-8 hours • e. g. vanilla

Base Note

invigorating

harmonizing

relaxing

vitalising

focussing

To the better overview which smell is the right one for you, 
if we have divided our ethereal oils into scents:

From calming to energizing, essential oils have the 
power to influence your state of mind. Our selection 
is color-coded to feature their top effects.

…and perfumes have multiple notes!

Fragrances can affect the 
senses in so many ways...
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QualIty  Essential Oil

 Botanical Name • Origin • Plant Part •   
 Extraction • Recommended dosage max. 
 Number of drops in 50 ml of organic care oil  Aroma Description

 Item  
 No.

  Con- 
   tent

kbA Angelica Root* org Angelica archangelica • France •  
Root • Water vapor distillation • 5 Dr.

earthy, herbal,  
bitter aromatic

10235
10500

1 ml
5 ml

kbA Anisseed* org 24 % Pimpinella anisum 24 %,  
Alcohol 76 % • France / Egypt •  
Seeds / herb • Distillation • 20 Dr.

sweet, warm, soft,  
like fennel

11111 5 ml

kbA / Basil* org 10 % Ocimum basilicum 10 %, Alcohol 90 % •  
Egypt • Herb • Distillation • 10 Dr.

herbal, sweet, fresh, 
green

11112 5 ml

kbA Bay Laurel* org 30 % Laurus nobilis 30 %, Alcohol 70 % •  
Bosnia • Leaf • Distillation • 1 Dr.

powerful, clear, spicy, 
fresh, masculine

10622 5 ml

kbA Bay Leaf* org 30 % Pimenta racemosa • West Indies •  
Leaf • Distillation

spicy, masculine 11115 5 ml

kbA Benzoin Resinoid* org Styrax tonkinensis • Laos •  
Resin • Alcohol extraction • 20 Dr.

warm, sweet,  
vanilla-like

10504 5 ml

kbA Bergamot* org Citrus bergamia • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing

fresh, green-fruity, 
light, lively

10240
10239
15300

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

kbA Bergamot Furocumarin- 
poor* org

Citrus bergamia • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 10 Dr.

fresh, green-fruity 10505 5 ml

kbA / Blood Orange* org Citrus sinensis • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 20 Dr.

fruity, fresh, warm, 
sweet

10502
10002

5 ml
10 ml

Conv. Broom Absolute 15 % Spartium junceum 15 %, Alcohol 85 % • France  
• Blossom • Hexane extraction • 10 Dr. 

honey-like, floral,  
hay notes

11109 5 ml

kbA Cocoa Extract* org Theobroma cacao • Peru •  
Fruit • Alcohol extraction • 20 Dr.

warm, vanilla-like, 
aromatic

10600 5 ml

kbA Cajeput* org Melaleuca leucadendron var. cajaputi •  
Vietnam • Leaf • Distillation • 17 Dr.

eucalyptus-like,  
fresh, clear

10510
10511

5 ml
10 ml

Ws Cajeput extra Melaleuca leucadendron var. cajaputi • Kam-
bodscha •  Kraut • Destillation • WS • 17 Dr.

eucalyptus-like,  
fresh, clear

10509 5 ml

kbA / Camomile Blue* org Chamomilla recutita •  Egypt •  
Blossom • Distillation • 5 Dr.

herbal, warm,  
enveloping

10110
10151

1 ml
5 ml

kbA Camomile  
Moroccan* org 

Chamaemelum mixtum • Morocco •  
Blossom • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fine, floral, sweet,  
light, fresh

10534 5 ml

kbA / Camomile  
Roman* org

Chamaemelum nobile • France  •  
Herb • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, herbal 10033 
10152

1 ml
5 ml

Conv. Camphor Cinnamomum camphora • China •  
Leaf / wood • Distillation • 10 Dr.

clear, fresh,  
eucalyptus-like

10535 5 ml

kbA Cardamom* org Elettaria cardamomum • Sri Lanka •  
Seeds • Distillation • 10 Dr.

exotic, spicy 10133 5 ml

Conv. Carrot Seed Daucus carota • France / Morocco •  
Seeds • Water vapor distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, earthy,  
aromatic

10176 5 ml

kbA Cedar Wood* org Cedrus atlantica • France •  
Wood • Distillation • 2 Dr.

woody, warm,  
balsamic

10164 5 ml

Ws Cedar Wood Cedrus atlantica • Morocco •  
Wood • Distillation • 2 Dr.

woody, warm,  
balsamic

10595
10095

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Cinnamon Leaf* org 6 % Cinnamomum zeylanicum 6 %, Alcohol 94 % • 
Sri Lanka • Leaf • Distillation • 10 Dr.

sweet, spicy, mild 11146 5 ml

kbA Cinnamon Bark* org 60 % Cinnamomum zeylanicum 60 %, Alcohol 40 % • 
Sri Lanka • Rind • Distillation • 10 Dr.

sweet-herbal, spicy 10224 5 ml

kbA Citronella* org Cymbopogon nardus • Nepal •  
Leaf • Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, citrusy 10508 5 ml

kbA / Clary Sage* org Salvia sclarea • France  •  
Herb • Distillation • 7 Dr.

herbal, warm, sweet 10056 5 ml

kbA Clove Bud* org Syzygium aromaticum • Madagascar /  
Sri Lanka • Bud • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, spicy,  
sweet, hot

10061 5 ml

Conv. Clove Leaf Syzygium aromaticum • Indonesia •  
Leaf • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, powerful,  
dry spicy aroma

10558 5 ml

kbA Coriander* org Coriandrum sativum • France •  
Seeds • Distillation • 5 Dr.

spicy, warm, aromatic 10166 5 ml

Essential Oils
100% natural
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 No.

  Con- 
   tent

kbA Cumin* org Cuminum cyminum • Egypt •  
Seeds • Distillation • 1 Dr.

spicy, warm, oriental 10194 5 ml

kbA Cypress* org Cupressus sempervirens • France •  
Branch • Distillation • 5 Dr.

herbal, clear,  
resinous, masculine

10603
10103

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Douglas Fir* org Pseudotsuga menziesii • France •  
Branch • Distillation • 12 Dr.

clear, fresh,  
with citrus notes

10124 5 ml

kbA Eucalyptus* org  
(cineole 85 %)

Eucalyptus globulus • Portugal •  
Leaf / branch • Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, citrus-like, 
mild

10518
10018

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Eucalyptus  
Citriodora* org

Corymbia citriodora • Brazil •  
Leaf / branch • Distillation • 5 Dr.

fresh, clear,  
camphor-like

10609 5 ml

kbA Eucalyptus  
Radiata* org

Eucalyptus radiata • Australia •  
Leaf / branch • Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, clear,  
camphor-like

10220 5 ml

kbA / Fennel* org 19 % Foeniculum vulgare 19 %, Alcohol 81 % •  
Italy • Seeds • Distillation • 20 Dr.

herbal-sweet,  
anise-like, mild

11114 5 ml

Conv. Frangipani Absolute 20 % Plumeria acutifolia 20 %, Alcohol 80 % •  
India • Blossom • Hexane extraction • 10 Dr.

exotic, sweet,  
flowery, heavy

11108 5 ml

Conv. Frankincense Arabian Boswellia sacra • Ethiopia •  
Resin • Distillation • 15 Dr.

resinous, sweet, 
balsamic

10178 5 ml

Conv. Frankincense Indian Boswellia serrata • India •  
Resin • Distillation • 10 Dr.

resinous, fresh 10698 5 ml

kbA Galbanum* org Ferula galbaniflua • Iran •  
Resin • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, spicy, resinous 10523 5 ml

kbA Giant Fir* org Abies grandis • France •  
Branch • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, clear, 
woodsy, citrus

10172 5 ml

kbA Grapefruit* org Citrus paradisi • Israel / Argentina •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 2 Dr.

tangy, fresh, fruity 10148 5 ml

Conv. Grapefruit Compl. Citrus paradisi • Israel •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 15 Dr.

tangy, fresh, fruity 10567 
10067
15303

5 ml 
10 ml
50 ml

kbA Ginger* org Zingiber officinale • Sri Lanka •  
Root • Distillation • 10 Dr.

firey, hot, spicy 10145 5 ml

Conv. Ho-Leaf Cinnamomum camphora • Taiwan •  
Leaf • Distillation • 5 Dr.

soft, fine wood, 
rose-like

10524 5 ml

kbA Honey extract* org Honey / honeycomb • France •  
Alcohol extraction • 20 Dr.

warm, sweet, wax 
note

10525 5 ml

kbA / Hyssop* org Hyssopus officinalis • France/Spain  •  
Herb • Distillation • 5 Dr.

spicy, clear, sweet,  
with honey note

10094 5 ml

kbA Immortelle* org Helichrysum italicum • Bosnia/France •  
Herb • Distillation • 4 Dr.

herbal-sweet,  
herbaceous, warm

10027 
10025

1 ml 
5 ml

Conv. Iris 1 % Iris pallida 1 %, Alcohol 99 % • Italy •  
Root • Distillation • 20 Dr.

violet-like, fine, 
radiant

11110 5 ml

Conv. Iris 95 % Iris pallida 95 %, Michelia champaca 5 % •  
Italy • Root / blossom • Distillation • 2 Dr.

violet-like, fine, 
radiant

10030 1 ml

Conv. Jasmine 4 % Jasmineum grandiflorum 4 %,  
Alcohol 96 % • Egypt • Blossom •  
Hexane extraction • 20 Dr.

captivating, floral, 
sensual

11120 5 ml

Conv. Jasmine Absolute, Egypt Jasmineum grandiflorum • Egypt •  
Blossom • Hexane extraction • 5 Dr.

captivating, floral, 
sensual

10150 1 ml

Conv. Jasmine Sambac Absolute Jasmineum auriculatum • India •  
Blossom • Hexane extraction • 5 Dr.

captivating, floral, 
sensual

11190 1 ml

kbA Juniper* org Juniperus communis • France •  
Branch / fruit • Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, green, woodsy, 
masculine

10173 5 ml

kbA Juniper Berry* org Juniperus communis • Spain / Bosnia  
Herzegovina • Fruit • Distillation • 15 Dr.

powerful, fruity, 
green, woodsy

10607 5 ml

kbA Labdanum* org Cistus ladanifer • Portugal •  
Leaf / branch • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, herbal,  
aromatic

10011 5 ml

kbA / Lavandin Super* org Lavandula hybrida • France •  
Rispe • Destillation • 12 Dr.

fresh, herbal, bright, 
clear

10541
10041
15304

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

Ws Lavender Extra Lavandula angustifolia • France •  
Panicle • Distillation • 12 Dr.

fresh, floral / herbal, 
clear, airy, pure

10155 5 ml

kbA / Lavender Fine* org Lavandula angustifolia • Italy / France •  
Herb • Distillation• 12 Dr.

fresh, herbal,  
mildy camphor-like

10542
10042

5 ml
10 ml
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 No.
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 tent

Conv. Lavender Fine Lavandula angustifolia • France •  
Herb • Distillation • 12 Dr.

fresh, herbal,  
mildy camphor-like

10654
10154
15306

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

kbA / Lemon* org Citrus limon • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 10 Dr.

fresh, tangy, clear 10599
10099
15311

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

Conv. Lemon Citrus limon • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 10 Dr.

fresh, tangy, clear 10601
10101
15312

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

kbA Lemon Basil* org Ocimum basilicum • Egypt •  
Leaf • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, green, citrus 10130 5 ml

kbA Lemongrass* org Cymbopogon flexuosus • Nepal •  
Herb • Distillation • 15 Dr.

citrus-like, fresh, 
cool, powerful

10249
10250
15313

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

kbA Lemon Verbena* org Aloysia triphylla • France •  
Herb • Distillation • 5 Dr.

fresh, citrusy, light 10016 1 ml

kbA Lemon Verbena  
Peru* org

Aloysia triphylla • Peru •  
Herb • Distillation • 5 Dr.

fresh, citrusy, light 10208
10024

1 ml
5 ml

kbA Lemon Verbena Grasse  
10 %* org

Aloysia triphylla 10 %, Cymbopogon flexuosus 
90 % • France / Bhutan • Herb / leaf  
• Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, citrusy, light 10229 5 ml

kbA Lime* org Citrus aurantifiolia • Brazil / Mexico •  
Hull • Cold pressing

lively, fresh, fruity 10193
10693

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Lime Furocoumarin-poor* 
org

Citrus aurantiifolia • Brazil / Mexico •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 20 Dr.

lively, fresh, fruity 10545 5 ml

Conv. Linaloe Wood Bursera delpechiana • Brasil •  
Wood • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, woody,  
fine, rosy

10695 5 ml

kbA Litsea* org Litsea cubeba • Vietnam •  
Fruit • Distillation • 9 Dr.

fresh, light,  
citrus-like

10549
10550

5 ml
10 ml

Conv. Magnolia Flower 15 % Michelia champaca 15 %, Alcohol 85 % •  
China • Blossom • Distillation • 20 Dr.

fine, floral, sweet, 
exotic

11126 5 ml

kbA Mandarin Green* org Citrus reticulata • Brazil •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 15 Dr.

fresh, fruity, green, 
tangy

10051 5 ml

kbA / Mandarin Red* org Citrus reticulata • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 15 Dr.

fresh, fruity, sweet, 
sunny

10137
10020

5 ml
10 ml

Conv. Mandarin Red Citrus reticulata • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 15 Dr.

fresh, fruity, sweet, 
sunny

10561 5 ml

Conv. Manuka Leptospermum scoparium •  
New Zealand • Leaf • Distillation • 4 Dr.

spicy, fresh,  
herbal-floral

10045 5 ml

kbA / Marjoram* org Origanum majorana • Egypt •  
Herb • Distillation • 15 Dr.

spicy, warm, herbal 10112 5 ml

kbA / Melissa* org Melissa officinalis • France / Italy •  
Herb • Distillation • 2 Dr.

spicy, warm, herbal 10052 1 ml

kbA Melissa* org 30 % Melissa officinalis 30 %, Lavandula angustifolia 
70 % • France / Italy • Herb  
• Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, delicate, warm 10552
10248

1 ml
5 ml

Conv. Mimosa Absolute 15 % Acacia dealbata 15 %, Alcohol 85 % • France  
• Blossom • Hexane extraction • 20 Dr.

delicate, floral,  
soft, warm

11127 5 ml

kbA Mountain Pine* org Pinus mugo • Austria • Branch  
• Distillation • 12 Dr.

woodsy and resinous, 
fresh and clear

10539 5 ml

Conv. Musk Mallow 15 % Abelmoschus moschatus 15 %, Alcohol 85 % • 
Brazil • Seeds • Distillation • 3 Dr.

heavy, deep, intense, 
erotic

11128 5 ml

Conv. Myrrh Commiphora molmol • Ethiopia /  Somalia  
• Resin • Distillation • 15 Dr. 

bitter sweet, deep, 
balsamic

10177 5 ml

kbA Myrtle Peru* org Myrtus communis • Peru •  
Branch • Distillation • 20 Dr.

fresh, clear, green 10209 5 ml

kbA Myrtle Turkish* org Myrtus communis • Turkey •  
Branch • Distillation • 20 Dr.

fresh, clear, green 10187 5 ml

kbA Mint Moroccan* org Mentha viridis var. nana • Morocco •  
Leaf • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, light,  
soft mint aroma

10559 5 ml

kbA / Neroli* org Citrus aurantium ssp. amara • Morocco /  
Egypt • Blossom • Distillation • 5 Dr.

delicate, floral,  
fresh, sweet

10158
10169

1 ml
5 ml

Conv. Neroli Moroccan Citrus aurantium ssp. amara •  
Morocco • Blossom • Distillation • 5 Dr.

delicate, floral,  
fresh, sweet

10060
10059

1 ml
5 ml

Conv. Neroli Moroccan 10 % Citrus aurantium ssp. amara 10 %, Alcohol 90 % 
• Morocco • Blossom • Distillation • 20 Dr.

delicate, floral,  
fresh, sweet

11121 5 ml
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kbA Niauli* org Melaleuca viridiflora • Madagascar •  
Branch • Distillation • 15 Dr.

clear, herbal, fresh, 
camphor-like

10565 5 ml

kbA / Orange* org Citrus sinensis • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 20 Dr.

fruity, fresh, warm, 
sweet

10562
10062
15308

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

Conv. Orange Citrus sinensis • Italy •  
Hull • Cold pressing • 20 Dr.

fruity, fresh,  
warm, sweet

10564
10064
15309

5 ml
10 ml
50 ml

kbA Origanum* org 31 %  Origanum vulgare 31 % / Alcohol 69 % •  
France • Herb • Distillation • 10 Dr.

spicy, herbal 11135 5 ml

Conv. Osmanthus Absolue 5 % Osmanthus fragrans 5 %, Alcohol 95 % •  
China • Blossom • Hexane extraction • 20 Dr.

exotic, sweet, flowery 10074 5 ml

Conv. Oud 5 % Aquilaria agallocha 5 %, Alcohol 95 % •  
Cambodia • Wood • Distillation • 7 Dr.

deep, earthy, smoky, 
balsamic

11129 5 ml

kbA Palmarosa* org Cymbopogon martinii var. motia •  
Nepal • Leaf • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fine, floral, rose note 10620 5 ml

kbA Patchouli* org Pogostemon cablin • Sumatra •  
Leaf • Distillation • 6 Dr.

earthy, exotic, 
balsamic

10119 5 ml

kbA / Petit Grain* org  Citrus aurantium ssp. amara • Paraguay  
• Leaf / branch • Distillation • 5 Dr.

airy, fresh, herbal, 
citrus note

10050 5 ml

kbA Pepper Black* org  Piper nigrum • Sri Lanka •  
Fruit • Distillation • 20 Dr.

spicy, warm, hot, 
intense

10127 5 ml

kbA / Peppermint* org  Mentha piperita • India/Hungary  •  
Leaf • Distillation • 5 Dr.

radiant, fresh, cool, 
clear

10553
10053

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Pine Needle* org  Pinus silvestris • France •  
Branch • Distillation • 12 Dr.

fresh, resinous,  
woodsy, masculine

10211 5 ml

kbA Queen of the Meadow* org Filipendula ulmaria. Rosemaryus officinalis • 
France • Herb • Co-distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, herbal,  
delicate blossom note

10091 5 ml

kbA Ravintsara* org Cinnamomum camphora •  
Madagascar • Branch • Distillation • 20 Dr.

clear, fresh, woodsy, 
camphor-like

10570 5 ml

Conv. Rose Absolute Rosa damascena • Morocco / Turkey •  
Blossom • Hexane extraction • 1 Dr.

rosy, heavy, sweet 10225 1 ml

Conv. Rose Bourbon Absolute Rosa borboniana • India •  
Blossom • Hexane extraction • 1 Dr.

rosy, luxuriant, sweet, 
captivating

10228 1 ml

kbA Rose Afghan* org 10 % Rosa dammascena 10 %, Alcohol 90 %,  
Afghan • Bloosom • Distillation • 2 Dr.

rosy, deep, full 11136 5 ml

kbA Rose Bulgarian* org 10 % Rosa damascena 10 %, Alcohol 90 % •  
Bulgaria • Blossom • Distillation • 20 Dr.

rosy, heavy,  
sweet, ripe

11138 5 ml

kbA Rose Gallica* org Rosa gallica • Azerbaijan •  
Blossom • Distillation • 5 Dr.

rosy, heavy, ripe 10237
15160

1 ml
5 ml

kbA Rose Persian* org 10 % Rosa damascena 10 %, Alcohol 90 % •  
Iran • Blossom • Distillation • 10 Dr.

rosy, heavy, full 11139 5 ml

kbA Rose Turkish* org 10 % Rosa damascena 10 %, Alcohol 90 % •  
Turkey • Blossom • Distillation • 20 Dr.

rosy, full, heavy 11143 5 ml

Conv. Rose Turkish 10 % Rosa damascena 10 %, Alcohol 90 % •  
Turkey • Blossom • Distillation • 15 Dr.

rosy, full, heavy 11125 5 ml

Conv. Rose Attar Rosa damascena, Santalum album •  
India • Blossom / wood • Distillation • 3 Dr.

rosy, heavy, oriental, 
warm

10206 5 ml

kbA / Rose Geranium* org Pelargonium graveolens • Egypt •  
Leaf • Distillation • 15 Dr.

warm, rosy, floral 10643
10143

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Rosewood* org Aniba rosaeodora • Brazil •  
Wood • Distillation • 5 Dr.

floral, rosy,  
fine-woody

10572 5 ml

kbA Rosemary* org Rosemaryus officinalis c.t. campher •  
Portugal / Spain • Herb • Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, clear, herbal 10575
10075

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Rosemary Cineole* org Rosemaryus officinalis c.t. cineol •  
Morocco / Tunesia • Herb • Distillation • 15 Dr.

clear, fresh,  
camphor-like

10185 5 ml

Rosemary Verbenon* org Rosemaryus officinalis c.t. verbenon •  
France • Herb • Distillation • 15 Dr.

clear, fresh,  
camphor-like

10215 5 ml

kbA / Sage* org Salvia officinalis • Albania/Bosnia/Hungary/
France • Herb • Distillation • 1 Dr.

spicy, clear, herbal 10577 5 ml

Ws Sandalwood Indian Santalum album • India •  
Wood • Distillation • 5 Dr.

warm, woody, 
balsamic

10079 5 ml

Conv. Sandalwood  
New Caledonian 

Santalum austrocaledonicum •  
New Caledonia • Wood • Distillation • 4 Dr.

warm, woody, 
balsamic

10230 5 ml
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Ws Siberian Fir  Picea obovata • Russia •  
Branch • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, woodsy,  
spicy, green

10522 5 ml

kbA Silver Fir* org  Abies alba • France •  
Branch • Distillation • 12 Dr.

fresh, clear,  
woodsy, green

10139 5 ml

kbA Spearmint* org Mentha spicata • India •  
Leaf • Distillation • 15 Dr.

fresh, green,  
clear, light

10614 5 ml

kbA Spike Lavender* org Lavandula latifolia • Spain •  
Panicle • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, herbal, clear, 
lavender-like

10192 5 ml

kbA Spikenard* org Nardostachys jatamansi • Nepal •  
Root • Distillation • 10 Dr.

warm, earthy,  
valerian-like

10560 5 ml

kbA St. John’s Wort* org Hypericum perforatum • France •  
Blossom • Distillation • 10 Dr.

hay-like, warm 10031 1 ml

kbA Swiss Pine* org  Pinus cembra • Italy / Austria •  
Branch • Distillation • 12 Dr.

woody, fresh, clear 10597 5 ml

Conv. Tarragon 12 % Artemisia dracunculus 12 %, Alcohol 88 % • 
France • Herb • Distillation • 20 Dr.

fresh, spicy,  
anise-like

11113 5 ml

kbA Tea Tree* org Melaleuca alternifolia • Australia •  
Leaf • Distillation • 12 Dr.

spicy, herbal, strong, 
fresh

10682
10182

5 ml
10 ml

kbA Thyme Linalol* org Thymus vulgaris c.t. linalool •  
France • Herb • Distillation • 12 Dr.

mild, sweet, citrus, 
fresh

10163 5 ml

kbA Thyme Thymol* org 19 % Thymus vulgaris c.t. thymol 19 %, Alcohol 81 % • 
France / Spain • Herb • Distillation • 20 Dr.

intensive, herbal 11134 5 ml

kbA Thyme Turkish* org Thymus serpyllum • Turkey •  
Herb • Distillation • 5 Dr.

fresh, mildly herbal 10584 5 ml

Conv. Tolu Balsam Myroxylon balsamum • Brazil •  
Resin • Alcohol extraction • 5 Dr.

balsamic, sweet,  
full, vanilla-like

10117 5 ml

Conv. Tonka Bean Dipteryx odorata • Brazil •  
Fruit • Alcohol extraction • 5 Dr.

warm, sweet,  
bitter almond note

10188 5 ml

Conv. Tuberose 5 % Polianthes tuberosa 5 %,Alcohol 95 % •  
India • Blossom • Hexane extraction • 20 Dr.

captivating, floral, 
sweet, feminine

11130 5 ml

kbA Tulsi (Holy Basil)* org Ocimum sanctum • Nepal •  
Leaf • Distillation • 10 Dr.

fresh, aromatic, 
green

10588 5 ml

kbA Vanilla* org Vanilla planifolia • Madagascar •  
Hull • alcohol extraction • 20 Dr.

sweet, warm,  
balsamic, soft

10087 5 ml

Conv. Violet Leaf Absolute 13 % Viola odorata 13 %, Alcohol 87 % •  
Egypt • Leaf • Hexane extraction • 5 Dr.

green, full 11145 5 ml

kbA Vetiver* org Vetiveria zizanoides • El Salvador /  
Sri Lanka • Root • Distillation • 2 Dr.

heavy, dark, earthy 10203 5 ml

kbA Wintergreen bio* Gaultheria fragrantissima • Nepal •  
Kraut• Destillation • 5 Dr.

grün, medizinisch, 
warm • anregend, 
wärmend

10590 5 ml

kbA Ylang-Ylang Extra* org Cananga odorata • Madagascar •  
Blossom • Distillation • 10 Dr.

bloomy, sweet, exotic, 
feminine, heavy

10223 5 ml

kbA Ylang-Ylang Complete* org Cananga odorata • Madagascar •  
Blossom • Distillation • 7 Dr.

bloomy, sweet, exotic, 
feminine, heavy

10162 5 ml

kbA Yarrow* org Achillea millefolium • Hungary •  
Blossom • Distillation • 10 Dr.

warm, herbal,  
bitter aromatic

10581 5 ml
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ORANGE* ORG
Orange is balancing,  
restorative and uplifting. 

An ideal way to prevent sym-
ptoms of exhaustion, orange 
oil eases tense nerves as it 
soothes, restores and lifts the 
senses.

How to use:  
Max. 20 drops added to 50 ml 
organic almond oil*

GRAPEFRUIT* ORG
Grapefruit is refreshing  
and balancing.

Use the zesty, fresh fragrance 
of graperuit oil to instantly 
provide a vital mood boost, re-
ducing stress and enlivening 
the senses. 

How to use:  
Max. 2 drops added to 50 ml 
organic almond oil*

LEMON* ORG
Lemon is refreshing, activating, 
and promotes concentration

Perfect for work or long car 
rides, lemon oil has a zesty, 
clean fragrance that lifts the 
mood and stimulates the sen-
ses, making it an ideal way to 
enhance focus. 

How to use:  
Max. 10 drops added to 50 ml  
organic almond oil*. For a 
concentration-boosting blend, 
combine with organic pepper-
mint*.

Gift Set Citrus Essentials
Our most popular citrus oils for mood-boosting, joyful living.

GIFT SET CITRUS ESSENTIALS
Lemon* org, Orange* org, Grapefruit* org 
44319    3 x 5 ml

Gift Set Citrus Essentials
Our most popular citrus oils for mood-boosting, joyful living.
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SCENTED MEDCINE CHEST
Tea Tree* org., Lavender Fine* org., Peppermint* org. 
44318    3 x 5 ml

All essential oils (except Honey extract)  
of PRIMAVERA are 

LAVENDER FINE* ORG
Lavender is relaxing, soothing, 
and restoring.

In naturopathy, lavender is 
used for skin problems, slee-
plessness, nervous tension, 
and muscular, digestive, and 
respiratory complaints.

How to use:  
Max. 12 drops added to 50 ml 
organic almond oil*.
To make an after-sun treat-
ment, add 12 drops to 50 ml 
organic aloe vera oil*

PEPPERMINT* ORG
Peppermint clarifies, refres-
hes, and has a cooling effect. 

The cooling effect of pepper-
mint oil helps alleviate heada-
ches and nausea. The fresh 
fragrance boosts alertness 
and promotes clear thinking. 
Peppermint can also provide 
clarifying benefits to aid skin 
impurities. 

How to use:  
Max. 5 drops added to 50 ml 
organic almond oil* If using 
on the face, keep well away 
from the eye area.
 

TEA TREE* ORG
Tea tree is cleansing and 
refreshing.

Tea tree oil rapidly relieves 
itching and swelling from  
insect bites. It’s also an effective 
treatment for skin impurities 
and blemishes.

How to use:  
Max. 12 drops added to 50 ml 
organic almond oil*

LAVENDER FINE* ORG PEPPERMINT* ORGTEA TREE* ORG

Aromatherapeutic Care
The natural power of plants for body, mind, and soul.
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Organic oil  
as skin care
Native organic oils are incredibly similar to our 
skin structure and help regenerate and intensi-
vely moisturize. When applied to damn skin they 
are quickly absorbed, leaving it feeling won-
derfully soft. Our organic oils are made using 
carefully controlled cold pressing techniques to 
preserve all of the precious, effective ingredients 
and vital substances.
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ORGANIC ALOE VERA OIL
Aloe barbadensis

Intensely moisturizing and effectively soothing. Intensely moisturizing and effectively soothing. 
Ideal for sensitive skin and after sun exposure. 
74504        50 ml
74304 100 ml

ORGANIC APRICOT KERNEL OIL
Prunus armeniaca

Smooths, firms, and promotes elasticity of the 
skin. For any skin type.
74303 100 ml

ORGANIC ARGAN SEED OIL
Argania spinosa

Strengthens the skin and protects against free 
radicals. For dry, mature skin and caring for the 
ends of the hair.
74203 30 ml

ORGANIC AVOCADO OIL 
Persea gratissima

Intensively regenerating and strengthens the Intensively regenerating and strengthens the 
skin’s protective barrier. Protects against moisture 
loss and cares for rough, very dry skin.
 74305 100 ml

ORGANIC CALENDULA OIL
Calendula officinalis

Makes sensitive, inflamed skin more resistant, 
suitable for children and babies.
74307 100 ml

ORGANIC POMEGRANATE SEED OIL
Punica granatum

Actively works to prevent premature aging, smooths 
and firms the skin. For mature, demanding skin. 
74200 30 ml

Our tip: 
Organic jojoba oil* is great for 
removing eye makeup.
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ORGANIC INCA-NUT OIL 
(SACHA INCHI)
Plukenetia volubilis

Regenerating, moisturizing, strengthening, and 
smoothing. For dry, mature, and sensitive skin.
74207 30 ml

ORGANIC ST. JOHN`S WORT OIL
Hypericum perforatum / Oea europaea
Regenerates, strengthens, warms. For dry,
chapped skin. As a base oil for aromatherapy 
pain relief blends.
74510      50 ml
74310 100 ml

ORGANIC JOJOBA OIL
Simmondsia chinensis
Promotes elasticity and firms the skin. Protects 
against moisture loss and environmental influen-
ces. Cares for impure and also mature, dry skin.
74502        50 ml
74302 100 ml

ORGANIC CAMELLIA SEED OIL
Camelli oleifera

Smooths, reduces irritation, and strengthens; 
creates a protective barrier.
74201 30 ml

ORGANIC MACADAMIA NUT OIL
Macadamia ternifolia

Regenerates and smoothes. Exceptionally compa-
tible and extensively cares for dry, demanding and 
sensitive skin. The ideal base oil for massage. 
74308 100 ml

ORGANIC SWEET ALMOND OIL
Prunus dulcis

For the whole family. Suitable for babies’ skin. 
Locks in the skin’s natural moisture. Suitable for 
all skin types.
74501       50 ml
74301 100 ml

ORGANIC EVENING PRIMEROSE 
SEED OIL
Oenothera biennis

A very soothing oil, strengthens the skin‘s protec-
tive barrier. For irritated, inflamed, dry skin. Very 
helpful in cases of dermatitis.
74202 30 ml

ORGANIC SALLOW THORN OIL
Hippophae rhamnoides

Works to combat skin damage, protects against 
free radicals. Very soothing to the skin and rege-
nerating. For damaged, stressed skin.
74206 30 ml

ORGANIC BLACK CUMIN OIL
Nigella sativa

Strengthens the skin barrier, protects against 
moisture loss. Supports healthy skin metabolism. 
For sensitive skin prone to irritation.
74306 100 ml

ORGANIC SESAME OIL
Sesamum indicum

Supports the skin’s resilience. Strengthening, 
reinforcing, warming. Traditionally used in various 
Ayurvedic treatments and during fasting.
74309 100 ml

ORGANIC SHEA BUTTER
Butyrospermum parkii 
Locks in moisture in very dry, chapped skin, 
anti-inflammatory.
74300 25 ml

ORGANIC ROSE HIP OIL
Rosa moschata

Intensively regenerating, smoothing, and 
moisturizing. For dry, flaky skin. Cares for scars.
74204 30 ml

WHEAT GERM OIL
Triticum aestivum

Promotes skin elasticity, helps to prevent 
stretch marks, e.g. during pregnancy. 
74311 100 ml

Organic oil
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Organic Floral  
Waters
Gentle aromatherapy in a 
convenient spray
Produced during the steam distillation of aromatic and 
medicinal plants, floral waters contain water-soluble 
plant substances along with a small amount of essen-
tial oils. The combination of the plant substances along 
with the oil means that the floral water fragrance might 
differ from that of the pure essential oil. 

The positive effect of floral waters can be experienced 
immediately after spraying. They can be used as a facial 
toner, shaving water or a refreshing body spray, as well 
as to make perfumes, compresses, and wraps.
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Organic floral waterOrganic floral water

ORGANIC WITCH HAZEL WATER
Hamamelis virginiana

Sharp, herbal scent. Its astringent effect is ideal 
for large pores and oily skin.
74101 100 ml

ORGANIC IMMORTELLE WATER 
Helichrysum italicum

Warm, spicy scent. Fast-acting first aid spray 
for black and blue marks, slight bruises, and 
aching muscles.
74103 100 ml

ORGANIC LAVENDER WATER
Lavandula angustifolia

Herbal, mellow scent. Soothes and balances 
itchy skin. Alleviates mild sunburn.
74104 100 ml

ORGANIC ORANGE BLOSSOM WATER
Citrus aurantium

Delicate, floral scent. Refines the complexion 
for skin prone to redness. Soothes the skin 
and the senses.
74100 100 ml

ORGANIC ROSE WATER
Rosa damascena

Envelops the skin and the senses, instantly 
harmonizing. Locks moisture into the skin.
74102 100 ml

ORGANIC PEPPERMINT WATER 
Mentha piperita

Minty, clean scent. Cooling and clarifying. 
Refreshes tired, heavy legs.
74105 100 ml

ORGANIC SOS SPRAY 
Provides instant, soothing freshness whenever 
you‘re feeling the heat. The sensual scent of 
orange blossom, rose, and witch hazel lifts the 
mood and reduces stress.
74109 30 ml
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Aroma 
Health Care
Available in four product categories,  
PRIMAVERA’s comforting health care  
aroma therapy formulas are ideal for  
massages, rubs, and compresses.  
These healing formulas are the result  
of years of aromatherapy experience  
carefully selecting specific organic plant  
oils and naturally pure essences. 

EVENING PRIMROSE ROSE 
INTENSIVE SKINCARE OIL
Has a calming effect on sensitive, irritated skin. 
Can be used to accompany the treatment of 
neurodermitis. 
20360    50 ml

SEA BUCKTHORN CITROSE 
SKIN REPAIR OIL
Helps regenerate and protect badly stressed 
or damaged skin.
20361    50 ml

INCENSE ALOE VERA  
INTENSIVE SKINCARE SALVE
Calms and nourishes cracked skin,  
especially on hands and feet.
20358    50 ml

To quickly calm the body and senses massage 
the back and feet with our soothing Marjoran 
Lavender Relaxation Oil.

Our tip

JUNIPER ARNICA MUSCLE RUB
Invigorates, warms, and comforts, muscle 
aches and cramps. For backs, arms and legs.
20351    50 ml

WINTERGREEN GINGER JOINT RUB
Encourages circulation, relaxes and soothes  
joint pains and strained joints.
20350    50 ml

Special skin care Muscles and joints
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Aroma Health Care

EUKALYPTUS CAJEPUT RUB
Soothes away the aches and pains of a cold.
Especially beneficial for sore, blocked noses. 
20355    50 ml

EUCALYPTUS PINE BALSAM
Helps ease the misery of coughs and colds.  
Clears breathing passages. For chest and back. 
20359    50 ml

LAVENDER CHAMOMILE ANTISTRESS OIL
Helps you cope with stress, the symptoms of 
burn-out, and disrupted sleep patterns. Relaxes 
both body and soul. For shoulders and neck. 
20363    50 ml

MAJORAM LAVENDER 
RELAXATION OIL
Helps calm restlessness and relieve 
physical and mental tension. Aids restful sleep. 
For back and feet. 
20362    50 ml 

NEROLI ST. JOHN'S WORT 
RELAXATION RUB
Mood-enhancing and balancing. Uses the natural 
force of St. John's wort to help you through diffi-
cult and stressful times. For shoulders and neck.
20352    50 ml

PEPPERMINT LEMON BALM RUB
Revives, strengthens the nerves, and helps  
ease stress-related tightness in the shoulder  
muscles. Refreshes and revitalizes neck,  
shoulders and temples.
20353    50 ml

Relaxation and regeneration

20352    50 ml

PEPPERMINT LEMON BALM RUB
Revives, strengthens the nerves, and helps  

Cold Care
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Sleep therapy
for restorative sleep

Melt away the tensions of the day with the soo-
thing effects of relaxing lavender that instantly 
transports you to the fragranced lavender fields 
in Provence. From a pillow spray to a roll-on, 
you’ll find the perfect aromatherapeutic sleep 
product for you.
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Sleep therapy

Forget about counting sheep. Instead, 
relax your mind with a gentle foot mas-
sage, rubbing the soles in gentle circular 
motions, using our Organic Balm. Ideal 
for both adults and children.

Our Tip

ORGANIC ROLL-ONORGANIC ROLL-ON
Ideal for relaxing away from home. Apply to 
the neck, temples, or underneath the nose.
75012 10 ml

ORGANIC PILLOW SPRAY
Spray around indoor spaces, onto 
a towel, or directly onto pillows to enjoy 
the calming effect.
14401 30 ml

ORGANIC FRAGRANCE BLEND
Calming. For diffusers, aroma fountains, 
and aroma stones.
12701 5 ml

ORGANIC BALMORGANIC BALM
Calming, soothing, promotes relaxation 
of body and mind. Rub the balm into the 
chest, temples, back or soles of the feet. 
Also suitable for relaxation massages.
75021  25 ml
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Cold therapy
soothing relief for  
seasonal ailments 

Effective and easy, use the power of essential 
oils to help combat colds. During the winter 
months we love using organic eucalyptus as a 
natural aromatherapeutic decongestant.  Apply 
our roll-on, balm, and spray directly to the skin, 
or fragrance the room for noticeably better 
breathing.
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Cold therapy

Spray the pillow spray on your scarf. 
The liberating effect of the Essential oils 
accompany you on the way.

Our Tip

ORGANIC ROLL-ON
Ideal for relaxing away from home. Apply to 
the neck, temples, or underneath the nose.
75010 10 ml

ORGANIC PILLOW SPRAY
Refreshes the air, creates a pleasant indoor 
ambiance. Spray into the room or directly 
onto a pillow.
14400 30 ml

ORGANIC FRAGRANCE BLEND
Pleasant relief during the cold season. 
For diffusers, aroma fountains and 
aroma stones, or for inhalation.
12700 5 ml

ORGANIC BALM
Provides pleasant relief during cold season. 
Rub the balm into the chest or back. May 
also be applied around the nose to soothe 
irritated skin.
75020 25 ml

BATH OIL
Provides pleasant relief during 
cold season.
75000 100 ml
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Aromatherapy 
for nursing care

For 30 years, clinical and nursing staff have  
relied on the powerful effect of essential oils 
from PRIMAVERA. The most trusted recipes  
are now available for home use.

NEW
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ORGANIC SKIN STRENGTHENING OILORGANIC SKIN STRENGTHENING OIL
Care, protection, and regeneration of the skin, for 
the prevention of pressure ulcers and intertrigo.
76700 50 ml

ORGANIC RELAXATION OIL
Promotes a feeling of relaxation on the skin and, 
when combined with massage, promotes sleep.
76701 50 ml

ORGANIC MUSCLE AND JOINT 
MASSAGE OIL 
Supports the massage of stressed muscles 
and joints, for people with limited mobility 
and after sports.
76703 50 ml

Aromatherapy

Available from pharmacies 
and specialist stores.

ORGANIC BREATHE ACTIVE OILORGANIC BREATHE ACTIVE OIL
Invigorating massage oil for rhythmic massage 
that promotes easy and deep breathing.
76702 50 ml

ORGANIC COMPANION OIL 
Balancing and comforting fragrance blend 
for use with various fragrance diffusers.
Gives courage, strength, and confidence in 
emotionally difficult situations and is especially 
suitable as support during the dying process.
76810 10 ml
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From brightening your state of mind to 
finding a moment of zen, our trusted, 
100% naturally pure essential oils subli-
mely help enhance your well-being.

Wellness
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Joy
revitalizing • invigorating • stimulating

Fruity, invigorating, and cheerful, these citrus fragrances help  
lift your mood, revive your spirits and bring a smile to your face.

Harmony
sensual • harmonizing • indulgent

Luscious, sensuous and flowery, these scents evoke a walk through  
a flower-filled meadow. They help restore your senses and create  
inner harmony with fragrant florals like rose and jasmine. 

Vitality
clarifying • relieving • refreshing

Akin to a brisk walk through an evergreen forest, these fresh, clean  
fragrances are sourced from herbs and coniferous trees. They’re 
instantly energizing and invigorating. 

Relaxation
relaxing • calming • balancing

Soothe your senses, rest your body and let your tired mind wander  
with our relaxing, natural fragrances. Lavender, sandalwood and cha-
momile instantly create a tranquil atmosphere, ideal for sleeping.

Harmony
sensual • harmonizing • indulgent

Luscious, sensuous and flowery, these scents evoke a walk through 
a flower-filled meadow. They help restore your senses and create 
inner harmony with fragrant florals like rose and jasmine. 

100% pure natural 
fragrances
There’s something for everyone!
We’ve created four categories to help you discover the perfect  
fragrance for all your many moods.
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Instantly add a burst of fresh fragrance to any 
room with our convenient organic airsprays.

Made with 100% naturally pure organic ingre-
dients, these fragrances quickly create the 
perfect mood in your home, at the office or 
even while traveling. Find calm in the bedroom, 
energize in the kitchen and boost concentration 
at work.

Apply your scents, 
    your way
Experience our unique and natural aromatherapeutic fragrances with our easy-to-use and effective 
range of application methods.

Achieve a sense of healing well-being no 
matter where you are with our herbal and floral 
water-based formulas featuring pure essential 
oils. Easy for everyday use, simply roll onto the 

neck, forehead and temples and breath in the 
therapeutic fragrance.

Our aromatherapy experts have blended our 
100% pure, natural essential oils to create the 
perfect fragrance formulas. Use them in an oil 
burner, a diffuser or a scent fountain to benefit 
from their mood-enhancing properties as they 
cleanse the air and fill the room with pleasantly 
wonderful fragrances.

Instantly add a burst of fresh fragrance to any 

Organic Airsprays
…for a burst of joie de vivre

Our aromatherapy experts have blended our 

Blends 
...Feel good fragrance 
  combinations

Achieve a sense of healing well-being no 

Aroma Roll-Ons
…Perfectly portable 

aromatherapy
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THINKclearly

WORKWORK
motivatedmotivated

LEARNLEARN
concentrat

es
concentrat

es

Focus and learn
focus made easy

FOCUS AND LEARN
improving concentration
with Lemon, Grapefruit, Orange u.a.
Blend   5 ml
Airspray 30 ml
Aroma Roll-On 10 ml

GIFT SET FOCUS AND LEARNGIFT SET FOCUS AND LEARN
Blend Focus and learn 5 ml + Mini-DiffuserBlend Focus and learn 5 ml + Mini-Diffuser
44308

This fresh, lemony composition of 
100% pure natural essential oils 
was developed specifically for lear-
ning, studying and working. With its 
motivating, concentration-boosting
fragrance, this blend is perfect for 
those who work or study at a desk.

• The fresh, clean note of lemon 
improves concentration and 
refreshes the senses.

• Lively, tangy grapefruit is  
motivating and mood-lifting.

• The warm, fruity orange note 
has a balancing effect and 
rounds off the fragrance.

Focus and learn
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GOOD MOOD
fruity and exotic • mood-lifting, fruity and exotic • mood-lifting, 
invigorating
Orange, Lime, Lemon etc.

Blend     5 ml 
Airspray* org     30 ml 

100 ml
Aroma Roll-On      10 ml

ELFISH DREAM
delicately floral • exhilarating, 
mood-lifting
Orange, Litsea, Frangipani etc.

Blend     5 ml
Airspray* org     30 ml

COSMIC CHI
fine fruity scent • invigorating
Litsea, Orange, Mandarin Red etc.

Blend     5 ml
Airspray* org     30 ml 

100 ml

TUTTO BENE
purifying • improves mood
Grapefruit, Lemon, Jasmine etc.

Blend    5 ml
Airspray* org Airspray* org    30 ml 30 ml

FOCUS AND LEARN
improving concentration
Lemon, Grapefruit, Orange etc.

Blend    5 ml
Airspray  30 ml
Aroma Roll-On    10 ml

MANDARIN MAGNOLIA
floral and fresh • mood lifting
Mandarin Green, Magnolia Flower,
Vanilla Extract etc.

Blend    5 ml
Airspray* org    30 ml

Joy 
Revitalizing, invigorating  
& stimulating

Fruity, invigorating, and cheerful, these citrus 
fragrances help lift your mood, revive your  
spirits and bring a smile to your face.
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ORANGE IN LOVE
fruity and seductive • exhilarating, 
mood-lifting
Orange, Vanilla Extract, Rose etc.

Blend   5 ml
Airspray* org    30 ml

LEMONGRASS
fresh lemony • refreshing, purifying
Lemongrass* org

Airspray* org    30 ml
  100 ml

SHARE JOY
purifying • mood lifting
Mandarin red, Rose, Sandelwood etc.

Blend    5 ml
Airspray* orgAirspray* org   30 ml 30 ml

HAPPY MIND
fresh and fruity • uplifting, invigorating
Grapefruit, Lime, Rose Geranium etc.

Blend    5 ml

Joy
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HARMONY
flowery soft • sensual, harmonizingflowery soft • sensual, harmonizingflowery soft • sensual, harmonizing
Orange, Rose, Rose Geranium etc.

Blend     5 ml
Airspray* org     30 ml 

100 ml
Aroma Roll-On 10 ml

VELVET & ROSES
warm and rosy • harmonizing, 
indulgent
Rose Geranium, Vanilla Extract etc.

Blend 5 ml
Airspray* org     30 ml

JASMINE BERGAMOT
flowery and seductive • sensual, 
indulgent
Jasmine, Bergamot, Benzoin Resinoid etc.

Blend     5 ml
Airspray* org     30 ml

ANGELS
warm and sweet • sensual, harmonizingwarm and sweet • sensual, harmonizingwarm and sweet • sensual, harmonizing
Mimosa Absolue, Rose Geranium, Orange etc.
Blend   5 ml
Airspray* org   30 ml

PURE DESIRE
flowery and seductive • sensual, 
indulgent
Orange, Ylang-Ylang etc.
Blend   5 ml

Harmony
Sensual, harmonizing,  
indulgent

Luscious, sensuous and flowery, these scents 
evoke a walk through a flower-filled meadow. 
They help restore your senses and create inner 
harmony with fragrant florals like rose and 
jasmine. 
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ROSES
rosy and floral • sensual, harmonizingrosy and floral • sensual, harmonizing
Rose, Rose Geranium, Bergamot etc
Blend    5 ml

BOLLYWOOD
floral, exotic • sensuous, harmonizing
Orange, Grapefruit, Jasmine etc.
Blend    5 ml
Airspray* org   30 ml

HarmonyHarmony
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Vitality
Cleansing, refreshing  
and relieving

Akin to a brisk walk through an evergreen forest, 
these fresh, clean fragrances are sourced from 
herbs and coniferous trees. They’re instantly 
energizing and invigorating. 

CLEAN AIR
herbal fresh • clarifying, refreshingherbal fresh • clarifying, refreshing
Myrtle Peru, Lemongrass, Lemon etc.Myrtle Peru, Lemongrass, Lemon etc.

Blend     5 ml
Airspray* org       30 ml  

100 ml

GRAPEFRUIT SAGE
fruity and herbal • clarifying, refreshing
Grapefruit, Sage, Lemon etc.

Blend     5 ml
Airspray* org     30 ml

CLEAR MIND
refreshing • promotes concentration
Peppermint, Rosemary, 
Peppermint Water etc.

Aroma Roll-On     10 ml

CLEAR MINDCLEAR MINDCLEAR MIND
herbal fresh • clarifying, refreshing
Lemongrass, Mint, Cedar Wood etc.
Blend   5 ml

ENERGY
woody fresh • liberating
Douglas Fir* org, Silver Fir* org,
Grapefruit etc.
Airspray* org     30 ml

Our Clear Mind Aroma Roll-On helps 
concentration for fresh ideas and it’s the 
perfect travel companion, as the stimu-
lating peppermint helps combat motion 
sickness, nausea, and jet lag .

Our Fresh Tip
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JOYFUL JOURNEYS
lively fruity • powerful, encouraging 
and good for concentration
Grapefruit, Douglas fir, Lemongrass u. a.

Blend   5 ml  

SPACE CLEARING
spicy herbal • clarifying
Silver Fir* org, Rhododendron* org,
Juniper Berry* org etc.

Airspray* org     30 ml

Vitality

CAR AIR FRESHENER
For individual scenting More info of page 63For individual scenting More info of page 63
42050    
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STRESSFREE
promotes calmness • inner peace
Lavender, Lavender Water etc.

Aroma Roll-On Aroma Roll-On    10 ml10 ml

SHINING ANGEL
gently herbal • calming, balancing
Ho-Leaf, Lavender fein, Iris etc.

Blend   5 ml

ALL RELAXED
flowery • calming
Lavender fine* org, Lavandin Super* org,
Ho-Leaf etc.

Airspray* org    30 ml

Help ease pre-flight anxiety or any 
other nerve-wracking situation with 
our Stressfree Aroma Roll-On. Apply it 
directly to the pulse points on the arms 
and temples for immediate relief.

Our tip

Relaxation
Relaxing, calming  
& balancing

Soothe your senses, rest your body and let  
your tired mind wander with our relaxing,  
natural fragrances. Lavender, sandalwood  
and chamomile instantly create a tranquil  
atmosphere, ideal for sleeping.
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HONEY CHAMOMILE
softly enveloping • calming, relaxing
Honey Extract, Chamomile Morrocan,
Vanilla Extract etc.

Blend   5 ml
Airspray* org    30 ml

RELAX
earthly warm • relaxing, balancing
Sandalwood, Vetiver, Petit Grain, etc.

BlendBlend 5 ml5 ml

Relaxation
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Our Fragrance Product Groups

BLENDS – Room fragrances for well-being

All relaxed flowery • calming Lavender fine, Lavandin Super, Ho-Leaf 12079 5 ml

Angels warm and sweet •  
sensual, harmonizing

Mimosa Absolue, Rose Geranium, 
Orange, etc. 12051 5 ml

Clean Air herbal fresh •  
clarifying, refreshing Myrtle Peru* org, Mint Morroccan, etc. 12044 5 ml

Cosmic Chi fine fruity scent •  
invigorating, improves mood Litsea, Orange, Mandarin Red, etc. 12804 5 ml

Elfish Dream delicately floral •  
exhilarating, mood-lifting Orange, Litsea, Frangipani, etc. 12057 5 ml

Fresh Mind 
while stocks last

herbal fresh •  
clarifying, refreshing Lemongrass, Mint, Cedar Wood, etc. 12047 5 ml

Focus and Learn fresh and fruity •  
improving concentration Lemon, Grapefruit, Orange 12075 5 ml

Good Mood fruity and exotic •  
mood-lifting, invigorating Orange, Lime, Lemon, etc. 12651 5 ml

Grapefruit Sage fruity and herbal •  
clarifying, refreshing Grapefruit, Sage, Lemon, etc. 12066 5 ml

Happy Mind
while stocks last

fresh and fruity •  
uplifting, invigorating Grapefruit, Lime, Rose Geranium, etc. 12014 5 ml

Harmony flowery soft •  
sensual, harmonizing Orange, Rose, Rose Geranium, etc. 12801 5 ml

Honey Chamomile softly enveloping •  
calming, relaxing

Honey Extract, Chamomile Morrocan,  
Vanilla Extract, etc. 12068 5 ml

Jasmine Bergamot flowery and seductive •  
sensual, indulgent

Jasmine, Bergamot,  
Benzoin Resinoid, etc. 12069 5 ml

Joyful Journeys lively fruity • powerful, good 
for concentration Grapefruit, Douglas fir, Lemongrass 12077 5 ml

Mandarin Magnolia 
while stocks last floral and fresh • mood lifting Mandarin Green, Magnolia Flower,  

Vanilla Extract, etc. 12067 5 ml

Orange in Love fruity and seductive •  
exhilarating, mood-lifting Orange, Vanilla Extract, Rose, etc. 12611 5 ml

Pure Desire flowery and seductive •  
sensual, indulgent Orange, Ylang-Ylang, etc. 12065 5 ml

Roses rosy and floral •  
sensual, harmonizing Rose, Rose Geranium, Bergamot, etc. 12056 5 ml

Share Joy purifying • mood lifting Mandarin red, Rose, Sandelwood u.a. 12072 5 ml

Shining Angel gently herbal • calming, 
balancing Ho-Leaf, Lavender fine, Iris, etc. 12037 5 ml

Tutto Bene purifying • improves mood Grapefruit, Lemon, Jasmine etc. 12046 5 ml

Velvet & Roses warm and rosy •  
harmonizing, indulgent Rose Geranium, Vanilla Extract, etc. 12052 5 ml

GIFT SET – Give other a pleasure

Gift Set  
Focus and Learn

fresh and fruity • improving 
concentration

Blend Focus and learn 5 ml,  
Mini Stone Diffuser 44308

NEW

Productname Benefit Content Art-Nr. Capacity
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AIRSPRAY* ORG – for a burst of joie de vivre

All Relaxed* org flowery • calming Lavender fine* org, Lavandin Super* org,  
Ho-Leaf, etc. 14135 30 ml

Angels* warm and sweet •  
sensual, harmonizing

Mimosa Absolue, Rose Geranium* org,  
Orange* org, etc. 14130 30 ml

Clean Air* herbal fresh • clarifying, 
refreshing

Myrtle Peru* org, Lemongrass* org,  
Lemon* org, etc.

14131 
14171

30 ml
100 ml

Cosmic Chi* org delicate fruity scent •  
invigorating, motivating

Bergamot* org, Orange* org,  
Mandarin Red* org, etc.

14132
14172

30 ml
100 ml

Elfish Dream* org finely floral •  
exhilarating, mood-lifting Orange, Litsea, Frangipani, etc. 14133 30 ml

Energy* org woody fresh • liberating Douglas Fir* org, Silver Fir* org,  
Grapefruit, etc. 14134 30 ml

Focus and Learn* org fresh and fruity • improving 
concentration Lemon*, Grapefruit*, Orange* 14425 30 ml

Grapefruit Sage* org fruity and herbal •  
clarifying, refreshing Grapefruit, Sage* org, Lemon* org, etc. 14124 30 ml

Good Mood* org fruity and exotic •  
mood-lifting, invigorating

Orange* org, Lime* org, Lemon* org, 
etc.

14136
14176

30 ml
100 ml

Harmony* org flowery soft • sensual, 
harmonizing Orange* org, Rose abs., etc. 14137

14177
30 ml

100 ml

Honey Chamomile* 
org

softly enveloping • calming, 
relaxing

Honey Extract* org, Chamomile Extract* org,  
Vanilla Extract* org, etc. 14126 30 ml

Jasmine Bergamot* 
org

flowery and seductive •  
sensual, indulgent Jasmine, Bergamot* org, etc. 14127 30 ml

Lemongrass* org fresh lemony • refreshing, 
purifying Lemongrass* org 14138

14178
30 ml

100 ml

Mandarin Magnolia* 
org while stocks last floral and fresh • mood lifting Mandarin Green* org, Magnolia Flower,  

Vanilla Extract* org, etc. 14125 30 ml

Orange in Love* org fruity-beguiling •  
exhilarating, mood-lifting

Orange* org, Vanilla Extract* org,  
Rose* org, etc. 14139 30 ml

Share Joy* purifying  • mood lifting Mandarin rot* org, Rose* org, 
Sandelwood u.a. 14422 30 ml

Space Clearing* org spicy herbal • clarifying Silver Fir* org, Rhododendron* org,  
Juniper Berry* org, etc. 14142 30 ml

Tutto Bene* org purifying • improves mood Grapefruit* org, Lemon* org, Jasmine 
etc. 14420 30 ml

Velvet & Roses* org warm and rosy •  
harmonizing, indulgent

Rose Geranium* org, Rose,  
Vanilla Extract* org, etc. 14140 30 ml

AROMA ROLL-ON – Aromatherapy on the go

Clear Mind for a refreshing effect  
that promotes concentration

Peppermint, Rosemary,  
Peppermint Water, etc. 75302 10 ml

Focus and Learn improving concentration and 
motivated Lemon, Grapefruit Orange 75310 10 ml

Good Mood increases alertness  
and boosts the mood

Lime, Orange, Orange, Blossom Water, 
etc. 75308 10 ml

Harmony promotes feelings of security  
and inner harmony Rose, Palmarosa, Rose Water, etc. 75304 10 ml

Stress free promotes calmness  
and inner peace Lavender, Lavender Water, etc. 75300 10 ml

Productname Benefit Content Art-Nr. Capacity
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Sauna therapy
Blended from natural fragrances, our organic 
concentrates are perfect for revitalizing the 
senses and were developed specifically for use in 
the sauna.  They’re made with a carefully chosen 
selection of 100% pure essential oils for a superi-
or aromatherapeutic sauna experience.

Our sauna therapy products are recom-
mended by the experts at the German 
Sauna Alliance.
When fragrant sauna additives are labeled  
with “QUALITY-TESTED BY THE GERMAN  
ASSOCIATION OF SAUNA OPERATORS”  
operators and staff are guaranteed  
of the product’s high-quality.
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ORANGE GINGER* ORGORANGE GINGER* ORG
fruity-spicy • stimulating
100 ml

LEMONGRASS CEDER WOOD* ORG
intensive-woody • clarifying
100 ml

SET SAUNA THERAPY
each 1 x Aroma Lemongrass Ceder Wood, Orange
Ginger, Grapefruit Lime
3 x 10 ml

EUCALYPTUS PEPPERMINT* ORGEUCALYPTUS PEPPERMINT* ORG
refreshing • purifying
100 ml

MANDARIN MYRTLE* ORG
invigorating • activating
100 ml

SILVER FIR CAJEPUT* ORG
fresh and clear • strengthening
100 ml

SWISS PINE GIANT FIR* ORG
strong-spicy • vitalizing
100 ml

GRAPEFRUIT LIME* ORG
brightening • motivating
100 ml

Sauna therapySauna therapy

• 100% pure and natural 
    essential oils
• With organic alcohol
• No synthetic additives

Primavera Quality Primavera Quality 
Guarantee
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Immerse your living space with 
your own signature scents, enjoying 
their beneficial aromatherapeutic 
effects on your mind, body and spi-
rit using our scented accessories. 

Accessories

Candle Diffuser living room, office  8 – 10 drops 3 – 4 meters

Electric Diffuser nursery, sleeping room  5 – 8 drops 2-3 meters

Stone Diffuser bathroom, car, sleeping room, 
hotel room  3 – 5 drops 1 meter

Aroma Fountain office, living room  8 – 10 drops 4 – 5 meters

Aroma Fan grand offices  8 – 10 drops 6 – 7 meters

  Diffuser Best used for Dosage                     Roomsize
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Aroma Fountain
For a positive atmosphere
 
Create a healthier environment at home with 
our decorative PRIMAVERA Aroma Fountain. It 
humidifies, purifies and adds fragrance to the air 
for freshening results that aid all the senses. 

RONDO
H 15,5 cm, Ø 25,5 cm

43033    Cream white matt
43034    Petrol matt
43032    Dark gray shiny

Cream white matt Dark gray shiny

Petrol matt

All oil burners / aroma stones / aroma fountains shown here 
are handmade in Europe. Any minor color variations or irregu-
larities are not a defect but an indication of handcrafted quality.
Every aroma stone is unique.

LIMITED

GLASS DECOSTONES NATURE 
To the decorative addition  in the fountains 
43180 500 g 
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Aromatherapy 
diffusers
for every room

Stone Diffusers are a small, practical choice 
that can be easily transported and may be used 
anywhere. The porous material holds a few 
drops of any essential oil and slowly releases  
the scent as it evaporates.

All oil burners / aroma stones / 
aroma fountains shown here are 
handmade in Europe. Any minor 
color variations or irregularities 
are not a defect but an indication 
of handcrafted quality.
Every aroma stone is unique.

ORNAMENTORNAMENTORNAMENT
H 1,4 cm, Ø 5,5 cm
60047    UVP € 3,90

ROSE BLOSSOM
H 4,5 cm, B 10 cm
60081    UVP € 10,90

FRANGIPANI
H 3 cm, Ø 9,5 cmH 3 cm, Ø 9,5 cm
60082    UVP € 13,90

SPHERE
H 8 cm, B 11,5 cmH 8 cm, B 11,5 cm
60084    

MINI-DIFFUSERMINI-DIFFUSER
H 1,9 cm, Ø 4,5 cm
60028

ENERGY SPIRALENERGY SPIRAL
H 2,5 cm, Ø 6 cmH 2,5 cm, Ø 6 cm
60077
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Candle Diffusers
Create a warming  
environment 

Transform your personal space into a haven for 
creativity, calm, and complete well-being with 
our beautifully designed Candle Diffusers. Not 
only lovely to look at, these thoughtfully made 
burners diffuse your favorite oils at their opti-
mum temperatures to create a perfectly delight-
ful ambiance. create a delightful ambiance.

PRIMAVERAPRIMAVERAPRIMAVERA
Material: Ceramic Material: Ceramic Material: Ceramic 
H 13 cm, H 13 cm, H 13 cm, ∅ 12,5 cm 

40042 cream white matt40042 cream white matt40042 cream white matt
40043 pastel pink matt40043 pastel pink matt40043 pastel pink matt
40044 taupe matt40044 taupe matt40044 taupe matt

Cream white mattCream white matt Taupe mattTaupe mattTaupe mattTaupe matt
Pastel pink matt

Decoration idea: Container for Candle & 
Glafey candle separately available

All oil burners / aroma stones / aroma 
fountains shown here are handmade 
in Europe. Any minor color variations 
or irregularities are not a defect but an 
indication of handcrafted quality.
Every aroma stone is unique.

OLYMP
• Material: wood and ceramic, The "Flower of Life" 

is depicted in the ceramic dish.

H 14,3 x B 12 x T 12 cm 
40031    UVP   € 24,90

LIMITIERT
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AROMA DIFFUSERAROMA DIFFUSER
AMBIENTE
• Nebulization and light levels
• Continues to fragrance the 

room at night
• app. 100 ml
• 15 V / 9 Watt
Material:
Ceramic top cover, 
inner part plastic
H 15 cm, ∅ 10 cm
42009 

Aroma diffuser
Spread positivity

Fill the air with delicate, mood-enhancing  
fragrance while purifying and humidifying it  
with our decorative Aroma Diffusers that  
replenish moisture to your living space for  
better breathing and more hydrated skin.

AROMAV DIFFUSERAROMAV DIFFUSER
PRIMAVERA
• 2 Nebulization and light levels
• app. 200 ml
• 24 V / 14,5 Watts
Material: plastic
H 17 cm, ∅ 18 cm
42010 

AROMASTREAM
ELECTRIC DIFFUSER
Disperses aromas evenly 
around the room unattended. 
Ideal for larger living or office 
spaces. User friendly design 
with 2 stages
H 16 cm, Ø 12 cm
41025   
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CAR AIR FRESHENER
• for the air conditioning outlet inside the vehicle.
• Includes 5 refill fleeces
• Not pre-scented
• Suitable for blends and individual essential oils
• Application for 3 - 5 drops
• 360° rotatable mounting
Size: 6 x 2.5 x 1 cm (without mount)  
42050    

The zesty, fruity scent of our The zesty, fruity scent of our 
new fragrance blend Joyful new fragrance blend Joyful 
Journeys revitalizes the Journeys revitalizes the 
senses, while supporting senses, while supporting 
concentration during driving.concentration during driving.

Our tip

Car Air Freshener
Refresh your ride

Relax, rejuvenate or reinvigorate the senses with 
our high quality air freshener that allows you to 
choose your favorite PRIMAVERA essential oil or 
oil blends for a customized fragrance experience.

REFILL FLEECES CAR AIR FRESHENERREFILL FLEECES CAR AIR FRESHENER
• 10 refill fleeces
• Suitable for blends and essential oils
• Application for 3 - 5 drops 
42105    
(not illustrated)
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The Perfect  
Ambiance
Experience the mood-enhancing combination 
of PRIMAVERA’s purely natural fragrances and 
environment-enhancing light from our unique 
AromaFlash. 

AROMAFLASH
• Switch placed at the stand
• Power saving, longlasting halogen bulb
• Modification from 220 to 12 Volt 
Material: Glass, base silver 
H 28 cm, Ø 12 cm
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All glass parts of the AromaFlash are 
handmade or, like the colored glass screen, 
mouthblown. Any minor color variations 
or irregularities are not a defect but an 
indication of handcrafted quality. Every 
AromaFlash is unique.

Blue
the color of calm 
& balance
41060 

Green
the color of healing 
& harmony
41065 

White
the color of clarity 
& purity  
41064  

Yellow
the color of 
concentration 
& mental energy
41061 

Our colorful glass-screened oil burners are available in six shades that marvelously 
match to your moods.

OrangeOrange
the color of zest 
& creativity
41063   

Red
the color of dynamism 
& success
41062   

Synergy from scent and shade
Our colorful glass-screened oil burners are available in six shades that marvelously 
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Accessories 

BOTTLE SET 10 ML
61005   10 Pieces 

AROMAEX FOR CLEANING 
DIFFUSERS 
for cleaning Diffusers
60007    100 ml

BOTTLE SET
61000    6 Pieces

GLAFEY-CANDLES
60001    12 Pieces

CONTAINER FOR CANDLE
60024    1 Piece

WOODEN PRESENTATION LINER
for 8 bottles (beech)
93206

ROUND LABEL SET
for essential oils/blends
(available as digital date)
60019
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NEU

VEGAN

Extra serving care for the body
For the special needs of demanding and dry, sensitive skin PRIMAVERA has developed two rich For the special needs of demanding and dry, sensitive skin PRIMAVERA has developed two rich 
body creams. The wonderfully supple, refatting formulas are intensive and provide the skin with body creams. The wonderfully supple, refatting formulas are intensive and provide the skin with 
extra moisture.extra moisture.

RELAXING BODY CREAM HARMONIZING BODY CREAM

Particularly beneficial for dry,  
sensitive and flaky skin

Beneficial for dry and  
mature skin.  

Organic & Natural Beauty 
Powered by Purity
We believe that skin care should be more than simply applying products. It’s about consciously We believe that skin care should be more than simply applying products. It’s about consciously 
taking time in your day, focusing on yourself and the beneficial and beautiful qualities of nature.taking time in your day, focusing on yourself and the beneficial and beautiful qualities of nature.

Make an effort to feel good in your own skin, appreciating your own unique beauty that shines Make an effort to feel good in your own skin, appreciating your own unique beauty that shines 
both inside and out. Our organic and natural skin care range provides multi-sensory benefits to both inside and out. Our organic and natural skin care range provides multi-sensory benefits to 
the body, mind and soul. The strengthening, protective and invigorating properties in our organic the body, mind and soul. The strengthening, protective and invigorating properties in our organic 
plants will help you radiate from within. 

Decades of experience in aromatherapy and an inexhaustible store of knowledge about the Decades of experience in aromatherapy and an inexhaustible store of knowledge about the 
health benefits of essential oils and native plant oils make our organic and natural skin care health benefits of essential oils and native plant oils make our organic and natural skin care 
range especially effective.
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1. We strive to meet challenges in a creative, innovative and exemplary way.

2. Our products and philosophy are dedicated to creating true enthusiasm and a blissful life.

3. We initiate and develop environmentally-friendly cultivation projects,  
 allowing us to offer incredibly pure and superior-quality products.

4. All of our decisions are based on respect for nature and protection of the environment.

5. We make clear and fair business arrangements with our suppliers,  
 treating them as equal partners.

6. We take personal interest in meeting each customer’s needs in a reliable and caring manner.

7. We are committed to competence, well-grounded knowledge and an  
 inspired attitude, and our educational programs reflect these commitments.

8. We strive to base all of our relationships and practices on trust and responsibility. All of  
 our actions are founded on our philosophy and high standards. Flexibility and joy are  
 the means by which we achieve our expectations. 

Our Guiding Principles
Radiating euphoric fragrance, inner light  
and a pure joy for life.

PRIMAVERA LIFE GMBH · Naturparadies 1 · D-87466 Oy-Mittelberg · Tel +49 (0)8366 8988-0
www.primaveralife.com · info@primaveralife.com94
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